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Northeast Closure 
 
Support Alternative A1:  No Action 
 
The Northeast Closure was put in place by NOAA in 1999.  This area is closed to pelagic longline 
fishing for the month of June.  Prior to 1999, pelagic longline fishing in the area of the 
Northeast Closure resulted in extremely high interaction with bluefin tuna. 
 

 
 



The area in which the Northeast Closure is located is an area through which many or most of 
the bluefin migrating into the Gulf of Maine must pass.  This has been validated by ICCAT 
tagging data.  The month of June is when bluefin typically migrate through this area. 
 
ABTA opposes any changes to the Northeast Closure.  In the last 3 years, since Amendment 7, 
approximately 60% of the bluefin landed by pelagic longline annually are caught around the 
closure area in June and in/around the closure area in July. 
 
NOAA prefers to open the Northeast Closure during June.  They claim that this will enable 
pelagic longline to catch more targeted species.  The targeted species for pelagic longline is 
swordfish.  In actual fact, landings of swordfish in the month of June in the area of the Closure 
in recent years is nearly identical to the volume of landings of swordfish that took place in this 
area prior to 1999, when the longline fleet was at least three times the size that it is today. 
 
ABTA maintains, the conditions that exist today are the same (or likely, worse, due to increased 
abundance) than those conditions that existed in 1999 when the Closure was first put in place:  
This is an area that seasonally is a locus for bluefin tuna migrating into the Gulf of Maine.   
Geographical and bathymetric conditions require bluefin tuna to “funnel” through this area in 
order to gain access in deep water into the Gulf of Maine.   
 
Bottom line:  The FMP does not allow longline to “target” bluefin tuna.  If this Closure is 
removed, targeting of bluefin tuna will be inevitable. 
 
 
Gulf of Mexico Gear Restricted Area 
 
 
Support Altermative C1:  No Action. 
 
Two Gear Restricted Areas to pelagic longline were created in Amendment 7 in 2015 to protect 
spawning bluefin during the months of April and May, when they are spawning.  ABTA 
maintains that this program has turned out to be a fishery management success story. 
 



 
 
In actual fact, these GRAs have been in place for just 4 spawning seasons and they are 
significantly more successful at reducing mortality on spawning bluefin than was originally 
expected.  Average interactions between longline gear and bluefin tuna has been reduced by 
70%.  In Amendment 7, it was anticipated that this GRA would reduce interactions by only  
32% ! 
 
Dead discards of bluefin tuna were just 7 MT in 2016, down from 69 MT in 2012. 
 
ABTA maintains that the Gulf of Mexico is the west Atlantic bluefin tuna’s primary spawning 
grounds and, as such, should be protected from harvesting during spawning periods.  All our 
fishermen want to have a healthy stock and therefore, it is extremely important to allow our 
bluefin to spawn undisturbed.  This is the single most important conservation issue relating to 
west Atlantic bluefin tuna.  ICCAT has banned targeting of bluefin tuna in the Gulf of Mexico 
since 1982 ! 
 
ABTA considers that it would be a huge mistake for NOAA to reduce the present protections in 
place for spawning bluefin tuna in the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
 
 
 
 



Hatteras Gear Restricted Area 
 
The Hatteras Gear Restricted Area was put in place in 2015 under Amendment 7 because there 
were “some bad actors” in the pelagic longline fishery who incurred the highest interactions 
and dead discarding of bluefin tuna in this area. 
 
Under Amendment 7, there is a way for pelagic longline fishermen to obtain access to the 
Hatteras GRA if they want to fish there:  if a fisherman can prove through his performance that 
he is able to meet certain criteria detailed in Amendment 7, he can fish in this area.  As of now, 
approximately 85% of the pelagic longline fishermen have obtained access.  There is only one 
vessel that has been denied access due to not meeting performance criteria.  We have to 
assume that the few remaining vessels who do not have access have no need for this access 
because they do not fish in this area. 
 
ABTA’s position is to maintain the Hatteras GRA.  There is no cost or administrative burden for 
NOAA in keeping this GRA in place.  It would act as a deterrent against any future “bad actors” 
in the pelagic longline fishery.  
 
 
Weak Hook Initiative 
 
Support Preferred Alternative D2:  Seasonal requirement (Jan-June) 
 
 In 2015, under Amendment 7, NOAA put in place a regulation requiring the use of the “weak 
hook” year-round in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Scientists have found that the larger, giant bluefin tuna are the most “prolific” spawners (able 
to produce more offspring).  These larger giant bluefin arrive to the Gulf of Mexico earlier and 
stay in the Gulf of Mexico longer than younger spawners.  They are our most valuable 
spawners.  Therefore, every effort should be made to ensure that these valuable fish are not 
harvested when spawning.  
 
The Weak Hook will unbend when a large bluefin is caught, allowing the fish to release itself 
and swim away.  Fishery data and research has shown that the weak hook is effective and an 
excellent complement to the Gulf of Mexico GRAs for protecting spawning bluefin tuna. 
 
ABTA supports reducing the amount of time in which the weak hook must be used from the 
present 12 months to 6 months (Jan-June).  According to scientists, this will be sufficient to 
protect large spawning bluefin tuna.  During the rest of the year (July-Dec), longliners can use 
the standard 16/0 – zero degree offset circle hook. 
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